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“We predict a shift from an  
economy driven by investment to 

one led by innovation.”
DR. BEH SWAN GIN
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People share their 
experiences with products 
and brands online. This is 
where we should listen.

Listen



User interactions impact  
brand value.  

That’s where you should  
focus.

User interactions define 
brand preference. This is 
where we should focus our 
attention.

Focus



Malfunctioning touchpoints  
harm brand reputation.  

Those you should  
solve.

Malfunctioning touch points 
harm brand reputation. 
These we must solve.

Solve



Brand experience is the result  
of customer interactions.  
That’s what you should  

measure.

Brand loyalty is the result 
of user interactions. This is 
what we should measure.

Measure



your brand value improves over time
time

Multiple touchpoint interactions define  
the customer experience

focus

listensolve

focus

listensolve

measure measure



“80% of companies believe  
they provide superior services.  



“80% of companies believe  
they provide superior services.  
Only 8% of customers agree.”

Seven Things You Need to Know About Marketing in the 21st Century, 
World Business, James Allen and Rob Markey,  

Bain & Company, 2006
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Customer expectations



Source:  
Floris Hurts
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Design in current thinking is considered to be

a verb

a process

about aesthetics, interaction, functionality, 
usability, construction and meaning

essential to the value of things

about processes, products, services  
and experiences

a collective effort to solve problems

Design was previously referred to as being

a noun

a result

about aesthetics

a luxury addition

about products

an individual’s expression
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How to outsmart  
competition using design?





Human-centred design
It’s not about 

technology but 
about people

It’s not about 
process but 
about result

It’s not about 
efficiency but 
about speed



“People do not buy products.  
They buy meanings.”

ROBERTO VERGANTI



The interplay between technology-push 
and design-driven innovation

Technological 
epiphany

Technology 
push

Market pull 
(User-centered) Design-driven

Radical 
change

Incremental 
change

Incremental 
change 

Radical 
change Source:  

Roberto Verganti
MEANING

TECHNOLOGY



Inter-disciplinary

Co-creative

Evidence based

Holistic

Radical



Inter-disciplinaryCo-creativeEvidence basedHolisticRadicalDesign-driven



DESIRABILITY 
human

FEASIBILITY 
technical 

VIABILITY 
business 

The 3 lenses of human-centred design

Source: IDEO

Innovation 



MEANING 
brand 

DESIRABILITY 
human

FEASIBILITY 
technical 

VIABILITY 
business 

Human-centred design innovation + Brand = Brand innovation

The brand innovation 
‘sweet spot’ 

Based on IDEO’s  
3 lenses model











Building great experiences is  
everyone’s responsibility  

but nobody’s job

Sales Marketing & 
Design

Customer 
Services

Product 
management

IT



Make insights tangible,  
don’t write reports.

THAT IS DESIGN-DRIVEN



Don’t talk about the future.  
Make it tangible.
THAT IS DESIGN-DRIVEN



Design with customers.  
Don’t think for them.

THAT IS DESIGN-DRIVEN



Experiment.  
Fail early, fail fast, fail often.

THAT IS DESIGN-DRIVEN



On average,  
design-alert businesses  

develop 25 new products a year 
through design.

The Value Of Design Factfinder 
www.designcouncil.org.uk 



For every £100  
a design-alert business spends 
on design, turnover increases  

by £225.

The Value Of Design Factfinder 
www.designcouncil.org.uk 



Thirst for more?

Marc Stickdorn, Jakob Schneider
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Tim Brown
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